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Brinkmanship as a strategy in negotiations is

always looked down upon by management

pundits. The experts now may have to review their

view. Like in every other instance, Donald Trump has

once again confounded his critics when he went after

the North Korean maverick leader Kim Jong Un.

Perhaps only a maverick can figure out the mind of

another maverick. Barring contingencies, as things

stand today, Trump already has achieved a huge

diplomatic victory by getting the North Korean leader

to talk to his South Korean counterpart in an effort to

get Kim Jong Un to give up his nuclear ambitions.

That is no mean achievement. Trump is someone

who cannot suffer those who talk of diplomatic niceties

in international affairs. He now decides his own foreign

policy without being counselled by the State

Department or advised by the Defence Department.

He is now conducting a one-man show for whom

everything is a reality programme on live TV. For

Trump everything is about Trump. It is neither about

America nor Americans. Should the talks with Kim

Jong Un fail there is no fall-back option in sight. On

the other hand, if Trump manages to tame Un in the

upcoming Summit between them, it would be the

single most significant achievement of his presidency.

Ronald Reagan once said famously "do personal

diplomacy during negotiations; but don't personalise

the outcome" in the context of his relationship with

Gorbachev, the then leader of the then USSR. But

Reagan must not have expected someone like Trump

to come along and live in the house that the former

had occupied in Washington when he was President.

The recent Summit between Kim Jong Un, leader of

North Korea and Moon Jae In, the President of South

Korea has also other stories to tell. The bonhomie

displayed by these two leaders was matched only by

two other leaders who were holding their own low-

profile Summit away from the limelight at Wuhan, some

FROM THE DESK OF THE CHAIRMAN

1500 kilo meters away from Seoul. Substantively this

Summit was no less important than the former

especially for both India and China. A new chapter in

the Sino-India ties is in the making possibly with far

reaching consequences to the subcontinent. Narendra

Modi's personal diplomacy was very much in evidence

in his meeting with Xi Jinping. It remains to be seen if

he, like Trump, would want to make the outcome

personal. This visit of Modi to China was high on optics

just as it was when he hosted Xi in Ahmedabad last

time around. A meeting of this nature, focussed more

on emotional bonding than economic outcomes, was

almost unthinkable even a few months back with both

the countries ready to go to war with Doklam as the

battleground. After being dismissive about China's

ambitious One Road One Belt (OBOR) and being

upset with China's stand on admitting India in the

Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) Modi perhaps

showed remarkable statesmanship in wanting to do

business with Xi. In a multi polar world with everyone

having to fend for oneself the time has come to talk

more about pragmatic policies than to indulge in

patriotic rhetoric. Should the bonhomie between these

powerful personalities last, a rapprochement of some

kind is inevitable in the Indo - Pak relations as well, in

the absence of which China would be continually be

called upon to play the role of an umpire that could

have unpleasant and unpredictable consequences.

If arch enemies North (Korea) and South (Korea) can

meet and do business would it be difficult to do some

business between West (read Pakistan) and East

(read India) belonging to the same race and sub-

continent? If China would want to dominate the new

world order it has to create its own axis to counter the

US. For Xi, with a lifelong leadership contract with its

people, it makes sense not only to neutralise the US'

influence on India but also to enlist it as its supporter.

Interesting times and interesting people!
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The rise and rise of someone like Chanda Kochhar,

the CEO of India's second largest private sector bank

had always been something to write home about with

pride. Not least of the reasons to accord her a celebrity

status was the fact that she was identified as one who

decisively shattered the glass ceiling. Little did one

expect then that one day she would come down

crashing along with the props that kept the glass ceiling

in its place. I do not intend to speculate whether she

is guilty of any misdemeanor. Nor do I want to rush to

judgment by indicting her of indulging in corruption.

Because I do not know. However, what one knows is

not flattering to her. Even two months after the

allegations of nepotism blew the lid on her carefully

crafted squeaky-clean image, she is continues to be

in denial. She has taken, what one would consider an

untenable stand, by remaining silent on the entire

episode. That luxury is not available to a leader, that

too of a large publicly held private sector bank. Both

personal propriety and corporate governance demand

that she addresses the allegations herself by ordering

an impartial probe by an external agency. Instead,

the Board of Directors of the Bank conducted a private

enquiry and exonerated her in hurry. The words

'Conflict of Interest' are seen written on all the walls

of the Bank. Even if she is being wrongly blamed one

wonders why she thought it fit not to declare that there

were business dealings with her family members and

Videocon. If I accept her defense that she did not

indeed know, then there are some systemic problems

with the bank and also doubts about her competence

to lead the organisation. If she knew she was at fault

from a corporate governance point of view and if she

didn't, then she is incompetent to hold that high office

which she is occupying now. For the moment Kochhar

has decided to brazen it out. If she is able to do so

the biggest casualty would be the credibility of the

Board of Directors of ICICI Bank and the kind of value

systems practiced by our corporate citizens.

These are not the best of days for the banks and the

banking system. The bad news about mounting Non

Performing Assets in the system created by

unscrupulous promoters and corrupt bank employees

have taken anenormous toll. The recent shortage of

cash right across the country had another story to

tell. Till date no one has any convincing answer to

the puzzle of shortage of currency even though there

were no shortage of answers. Most of the estimates

for this unprecedented shortage centres around one

fact - lack of trust in the banking system in some form

or other. The reasons as perceived by the people

range from the bizarre to the mundane. People are

ever ready to believe when they are told that the

proposed FRDI Bill would rob them off their hard

earned savings once implemented. When on the one

hand the government is going all out eliminate cash

from the system, the fee structure designed for

withdrawal of cash from ATMs tells a different story.

An unintended consequence of the flat fee structure

for withdrawal of cash from ATMs that most banks

have, prompts most people to withdraw as much cash

one can safely keep, instead of leaving that sum not

required for immediate use in the bank itself thereby

saving on additional withdrawal charges! What is not

good news is that cash in circulation in the country

today has exceeded the pre-demonetisation levels.

In that case how can there be a cash shortage of this

magnitude? What has demonetisation achieved? The

sudden spurt in demand by banks to link Aadhar, PAN

and whatever other personal IDs that you may have,

has spooked the customers of the bank and seems

to have instilled a sense of fear in them that their

money would somehow find its way to the tax

authorities. The most worrying fact is that no one

including the RBI has any credible answers to give

for this shortage of currency. The currency shortage

has ended up shining a light on another shortage -

shortage of trust in the banking system including that

of our central bank. Even when people of the country

were asking questions on this shortage where was

our Guv? Silence is golden; but not for a public servant.

Demonetisation has added additional complexities in

balancing the GDT to Cash ratio. There is no doubt

that there has been an erosion of faith in the banking

system in India. Will anyone tell Urijit Patel this? That

is, if you can find him and more importantly if he is

willing to talk.

Recently the Supreme Court asked the Central

Government to pay costs amounting to one lakh to a

retired soldier for filing a frivolous appeal on the ground

that similar appeals had already been dismissed

earlier by the very same Court. This verdict is

significant though not new in substance. The irony is

that the executive would rather get the judiciary to
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decide matters to avoid consequences of taking any

decision at all. The assumption is always that if a

bureaucrat gives any decision in favour of any citizen

he must have taken some favours in return. Today

the government is by far the biggest litigator in the

country! On the one hand the government accuses

the Court of judicial over reach; on the other, it wants

to pass on the onerous responsibility of taking

decisions to the judiciary. Again, on the one hand the

government talks of ease of doing business; on the

other, it wants to force the people to trudge the time

consuming and costly pathway to the courts! This is

more so in the case of taxation related disputes. Filing

appeals is the default state, merits of the cases

notwithstanding. It appears that we will have to wait a

while longer before steps resulting in ease of doing

business takes root in India. In this particular case

the bureaucrat concerned should pick up the cost

imposed by the Court. Again, the Annual Confidential

Reports of concerned officers who decide to file

appeals should reflect the consequences of any such

appeals being decided against the department.

Life can be very monotonous and tedious if it is to be

taken always seriously. We have learnt that from our

Bollywood movies. Whether the story demands or not

a Hindi movie is incomplete without a few songs and

without the presence of at least one comedian. If that

be so, why should we take umbrage against someone

in politics who gives a reason to smile occasionally?

Yes, I am talking of Biplab Deb, the young and

irrepressible Chief Minister of Tripura. Of course, it

could be a huge shock to the people of that state to

see someone like Biplab Deb sitting on the chair

hitherto occupied by the dull and drab Manik Sarkar

with no sense of humour whatsoever. Sample this.

According to Biplab 'Civil Engineers are best suited

to be selected as IAS Officers!', 'Internet and Satellite

communication systems were not invented by the US.

It was extensively used in the war at Kurukshetra

during the days of Mahabharata! ''Why go after

government jobs when you can milk cows and sell it

and get rich instead?' Mover over Alia Bhat, you have

competition. When last heard the Prime Minister had

summoned Biplab to Delhi. I am not sure if Modi

remembers the profound statement that he himself

had made not too long back to introduce Lord Ganesh,

the elephant God. He took pride when he said that

plastic surgery was very much in vogue in those

mythical days that made it possible to have an

elephants face on a human form. No one asked the

PM then why did they not think of a man's head on

the elephant that would have been more ideal? Our

request to the PM - for heaven's sake please don't

sack Biplab from his job. We need people like him

and his asinine jokes to carry on our mundane lives

in these difficult and joyless days.

Thank you.

Venkat R. Venkitachalam
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GOODS AND SERVICE TAX:

CENTRAL TAX:

Notifications:

• Extension of due date for GSTR-I

1. Due date for FORM GSTR-1 for the quarter

April To June 2018 has been specified as

31st July, 2018 in case of the registered

persons having aggregate turnover of up

to 1.5 crore rupees in the preceding

financial year or the current financial year.

[Notification No. 17/2018 [Central Tax]

dated 28/03/2018]

2. Due date for FORM GSTR-1 for the month

of April 18, May 18 & June 18 has been

extended in case of registered persons

having aggregate turnover of more than 1.5

crore rupees in the preceding financial year

or the current financial year as follows.

S.No. Month Last date for filing of

return in FORM GSTR-1

1. April, 2018 31st May, 2018

2. May, 2018 10th June, 2018

3. June, 2018 10th July, 2018

[Notification No. 18/2018 [Central Tax] dated

28/03/2018]

• Extension of due date for GSTR-6

Time limit has been extended filing of Input

Service Distributer in Form GSTR-6 for the

period July 2017 to April 2018 till 31stMay, 2018.

[Notification No. 19/2018 [Central Tax] dated

28/03/2018]

• Extension of due date for filing of application for

refund under section 55 by specialized agency

of the United Nations Organization or any

Multilateral Financial Institution and Organization

notified under the United Nations [Privileges and

Immunities] Act, 1947 [46 of 1947], Consulate

or Embassy of foreign countries. The refund

application in such cases shall be filed within

eighteen months from the last date of the quarter

in which such supply was received. [Notification

No. 20/2018 [Central Tax] dated 28/03/2018]

• Amendment in CGST Rules

Rule 89(5): Refund of input tax credit on account

of inverted duty structure shall also be allowed

in case of supply of services. Further "Net ITC"

for calculation of refund amount as this sub-rule

has been separately explained as input tax credit

availed on inputs during the relevant period

excluding input tax credit availed for which refund

is claimed under sub-rules (4A) or (4B) or

both.

Rule 97: The Rule 97 has been amended. All

amounts of duty/central tax/ integrated tax /Union

territory tax/cess and income from investment

along with other monies shall be credited to

consumer welfare fund. The this fund also

includes the amounts credited to consumer

welfare fund created under Central Excise

Act,1944. The accounts of the Fund shall be

audited by the Controller & Auditor General of

India. Government will constitute a Standing

Committee with a Chairman, a vice-chairman and

a member secretary and other members. The

modus operandi for committee meeting has been

specified. The powers of the committee has also

been specified in detail. Member secretary has

to inquire in material detail and recommend for

consideration by the committee. The committee

needs to provide recommendation for making

available grant to applicant, investment of the

money available in the fund, making available

grants for reimbursing legal expenses incurred

by complainant in consumer dispute. Making

available grants for the purposes as per
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recommendation of the Central Consumer

Protection Council.

Amendment in format of FORM GST ITC-03

(Declaration for intimation of ITC reversal/

payment of tax on inputs held in stock, inputs

contained in semi-finished andfinished goods

held in stock and capital goods under sub-section

(4) of section 18): entry 5 (e) of the return

regarding capital goods in stock, value of capital

goods shall be invoice value reduced by 1/60th

per month or part thereof from the date of

invoice.

FORM GSTR-10 has been specified & FORM

GST DRC-07 has been substituted. [Notification

No. 21/2018 - Central Tax Dated 18th April,

2018]

Central Tax Rate:
• No new Notification

Circulars:

• Resolution of stuck Tran 01 and filing of

GSTR 3B:

A large number of such TRAN-1s are stuck in

the system due to IT glitches. GSTN shall identify

such taxpayers, who tried but were not able to

complete TRAN-1 procedure (original or revised)

of filing them on or before 27.12.2017 and shall

be provided the facility to complete TRAN-1 filing.

It is clarified that the last date for filing of TRAN 1

is not being extended in general and only these

identified taxpayers shall be allowed to complete

the process of filing TRAN-1. The taxpayer is not

allowed to amend the credit in TRAN-1

The taxpayers shall complete the process of filing

of TRAN 1 stuck due to IT glitches, as discussed

above, by 30th April 2018 and the process of

completing filing of GSTR 3B which could not be

filed forsuch TRAN 1 shall be completed by

31stMay 2018 [CGST Circular No.39/13/2018-

GST]

• Furnishing of /LUT for exports on common

portal in FORM GST RFD -11

Clarification has been issued relating to

furnishing of /LUT for exports on common portal

in FORM GST RFD -11.It has been clarified that

An LUT shall be deemed to be accepted as soon

as an acknowledgement for the same, bearing

the Application Reference Number [ARN], is

generated online. No document needs to be

physically submitted to the jurisdictional office for

acceptance of LUT.If it is discovered that an

exporter whose LUT has been so accepted, was

ineligible to furnish an LUT in place of bond as

per Notification No. 37/2017-Central Tax, then

the exporter's LUT will be liable for rejection. In

case of rejection, the LUT shall be deemed to

have been rejected ab initio. [CGST Circular No.

40/2018 dated 06/04/2018]

• Procedure for interception of conveyances for

inspection of goods, detention, release &

confiscation of such goods and conveyances;

1. Jurisdictional Commissioner shall designate

an officer/officers as the proper officer/

officers to conduct interception and

inspection of conveyances and goods.

2. The said officer may intercept any

conveyance for verification of documents

and/or inspection of goods. Where, prima

facie, no discrepancies are found in

document verification, the conveyance shall

be allowed to move further. E-way bill

number shall be valid in any form such as

in the form of print out, sms or mentioned

on invoice. It shall be verified electronically

on http://mis.ewaybillgst.gov.in or the

Mobile App or through SMS by sending

EWBVER <EWB_NO> to the mobile number

77382 99899 (For e.g. EWBVER

120100231897).

A statement shall recorded in by proper

officer in FORM GST MOV-01, in case

person in charge of the conveyance fails to

produce any prescribed document or where

the proper officer intends to undertake an

inspection.

3. Order shall be issued in FORM GST MOV-

02, requiring the person in charge of the

conveyance to station the conveyance at the

place mentioned in such order and allow the

inspection of the goods. Within 24 hours of

issuance of FORM GST MOV-02, a report
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needs to be uploaded on common portal in

Part A of FORM GST EWB-03.

4. The inspection proceedings needs to be

concluded with 3 working days. Extension

shall be obtained from commissioner in

FORM GST MOV-03, copy of the same

needs to be provided to the person in charge

of the conveyance.

5. A report of physical verification shall be

prepared in FORM GST MOV-04 and

provide copy of the same to the person in

charge of the vehicle. The final report of the

inspection to be uploaded in Part B of FORM

GST EWB-03 within three days of such

physical verification/inspection.

6. Release order is to be issued in FORM GST

MOV-05 where no discrepancies are found

during inspection. Proper officer shall issue

an order of detention in FORM GST MOV-

06 and a notice in FORM GST MOV-07,

specifying the tax and penalty payable.

7. After payment of tax and penalty shall

release the goods and conveyance by an

order in FORM GST MOV-05. The order in

FORM GST MOV-09 shall be uploaded on

the common portal.

8. The demand accruing from the proceedings

shall be added in the electronic liability

register and the payment made shall be

credited to such electronic liability register

by debiting the electronic cash ledger or the

electronic credit ledger of the concerned

person

9. Goods and the conveyance shall be

released upon furnishing of a security by

the owner of the goods, or the person

authorized by him, or any person other than

owner, where the said person come forward

for release of good & conveyance. The

security provided may be adjusted against

the demand arising from such proceedings.

10. Where proposed tax liability along with

penalty has not been paid within 7 days

detention order in FORM GST MOV-06

notice in FORM GST MOV-10 shall be

served, proposing confiscation of the goods

and conveyance and imposition of penalty.

11. Where the proper office has doubt about

evasion of tax a notice may be issued

proposing to confiscate the goods and

conveyance in FORM GST MOV-10.

12. A notice shall be issued to the owner of the

conveyance proposing to impose a fine

equal to the tax payable on the goods being

transported in lieu of confiscation of the

conveyance.

13. No order for confiscation of goods or

conveyance, or for imposition of penalty,

shall be issued without giving the person an

opportunity of being heard.

14. An order of confiscation of goods shall be

passed in FORM GST MOV-11, after taking

into consideration the objections filed by the

person in charge of the goods. Further 3

months' time to be provided to make the

payment of tax, penalty and fine in order.

Upon passing of order of confiscation the

title of such goods shall be transferred to

Government.

15. The order in FORM GST MOV-11 shall be

uploaded on the common portal and the

demand accruing from the order shall be

added in the electronic liability register.

16. Once an order of confiscation of goods is

passed in FORM GST MOV-11, the order

in FORM GST MOV-09 passed earlier with

respect to the said goods shall be

withdrawn.

17. In case neither the owner of the goods nor

any person other than the owner of the

goods comes forward to make the payment

of tax, penalty and fine imposed and get the

goods or conveyance released within the

time specified in FORM GST MOV-11, the

proper officer shall auction the goods and/

or conveyance by a public auction and remit

the sale proceeds to the account of the

Central Government.

18. An order or proceedings under the CGST

Act is passed by the proper officer, a

corresponding order or proceedings shall

be passed by him under the respective
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State or Union Territory GST Act and if

applicable, under the Goods and Services

Tax (Compensations to States) Act, 2017.

Same procedure shall be applicable mutatis

mutandis for an order or proceeding under

the IGST Act, 2017.

19. In case of unregistered person, a temporary

ID shall be created by the proper officer on

the common portal and the liability shall be

created therein.

20. Summary of every order FORM GST MOV-

09 and FORM GST MOV-11 to be uploaded

in FORM GST-DRC-07 on the common

portal.

[Circular No. 41/15/2018-GST dated 13th April,

2018]

• Procedure has been specified for recovery of

arrears under existing law or reversal of

inadmissible input tax credit. Any recovery of

excise duty / service tax and inadmissible

CENVAT credit arising out of proceedings under

existing law will be made under CGST Act unless

recovered under existing law.

1. Recovery of central excise duty, service

tax or wrongly availed CENVAT credit

Inadmissible CENVAT credit carried

forward as transitional credit needs to paid

as central tax through electronic credit

ledger or electronic cash ledger of the

registered person, and the same shall be

recorded in Part II of the Electronic Liability

Register (FORM GST PMT-01). Arrears of

central excise duty, service tax or

inadmissible CENVAT credit needs to be

paid as central tax liability needs to be paid

through the utilization of amounts available

in the electronic credit ledger or electronic

cash ledger of the registered person, and

the same shall be recorded in Part II of the

Electronic Liability Register (FORM GST

PMT-01).

2. Recovery of interest, penalty and late fee

payable. The arrears of interest, penalty

and late fee in relation to CENVAT credit

wrongly availed/ carried forward, arrears of

central excise duty, service tax needs to be

paid through the utilization of the amount

available in electronic cash ledger of the

registered person and the same shall be

recorded in Part II of the Electronic Liability

Register (FORM GST PMT-01).

3. Payment of central excise duty & service

tax on account of returns filed for the

past period

Central Excise / Service Tax return for the

period prior to 1st July, 2017 may be filed

by logging onto www.aces.gov.in and the

payment shall be made through the

ICEGATE portal.

4. Recovery of dues under existing law from

the non-registered persons in CGST

Such arrears needs to be paid in cash under

the provisions of the existing law.

[Circular No. 42/16/2018-CGST dated

13thApril, 2018]

• Clarification has been provided for processing

of refund application for UIN agencies;

1. Statement of invoices

Submission of separate statement of

invoices needs to be submitted along with

refund claim in FORM RFD 10 till the system

generated FORM GSTR-11 does not

contain invoice wise details. Further officers

are instructed, not to call for request for

original or hard copy of the invoices unless

necessary.

2. Recording of UIN on invoices

Where suppliers / vendors are not recording

the UINs, action may be initiated against

them under the provisions of the CGST Act,

2017. Further onetime waiver has been

given for refund claim for the quarters of

July - September 2017, October -

December 2017 and January - March 2018,

however copies of such invoices will be

submitted to the jurisdictional officers and

will be attested by the authorized

representative of the UIN agency.

[Circular No. 43/17/2018-CGST dated 13th

April, 2018]
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Orders:

• Extension of due date for TRAN-2 - Extension of

due date of filing of FORM GSTR TRAN-2 has

been extended from 31st March 2018 to 30th

June 2018. [Order No. 01/2018 dated 28/03/

2018]

• The GST rate on supply of food and drinks by

the Indian Railways or Indian Railways Catering

and Tourism Corporation Ltd. or their licensees,

whether in trains or at platforms (static units),

will be 5% without input tax credit [Order No. 02/

2018 dated 31/03/2018]

INTEGRATED TAX:

Notifications:

• No new Notifications

Circulars:

• No new circulars.

Orders

• No new orders.

INTEGRATED TAX RATE

Notifications & Circulars

• No new Notifications & Circulars

UNION TAX

Notifications:

• No new Notifications

Circulars:

• No new circulars.

Orders:

• No new orders.

UNION TAX RATE;
• No New Notification& Circulars

PIB Updates
• State-wise applicability of E-way bill for intra state

movement is as follows:-

State Inter State Intra State

Andhra Pradesh 01-04-2018 15-04-2018

Arunachal Pradesh 01-04-2018 25-04-2018

Bihar 01-04-2018 20-04-2018

Gujarat 01-04-2018 15-04-2018

Haryana 01-04-2018 20-04-2018

Himachal Pradesh 01-04-2018 20-04-2018

Jharkhand 01-04-2018 20-04-2018

Karnataka 01-04-2018 15-04-2018

Kerala 01-04-2018 15-04-2018

Madhya Pradesh 01-04-2018 25-04-2018

Maharashtra 01-04-2018 01-05-2018

Meghalaya 01-04-2018 25-04-2018

Puducherry 01-04-2018 25-04-2018

Sikkim 01-04-2018 25-04-2018

Telangana 01-04-2018 15-04-2018

Tripura 01-04-2018 20-04-2018

Uttar Pradesh 01-04-2018 15-04-2018

Uttarakhand 01-04-2018 20-04-2018

– It is advised that suppliers should record the

UIN of the Embassies / Missions /Consulates

or UN organizations on the tax invoice. This

will enable the organization to claim refund

of taxes paid by them in India.

– GST rate on supply of food and drinks in a

mess or canteen in an educational institution

attracts GST at 5% without INPUT Tax

Credit (ITC).

Maharashtra GST Orders

• Certain Joint Commissioners are designated as

'Empowered Officer' for implementation of E-way

bill in the state of Maharashtra. [MGST Order

dated 03/04/2018]

• The powers and duties conferred or imposed

upon the Commissioner of physical verification

of conveyance, inspection & verification of goods

w.r.t. E-way Bill Rules has been delegated &

assign the functions and duties as proper officer,

to all the Deputy Commissioners & Assistant

Commissioner of State of Maharashtra. [MGST

Order dated 07/04/2018]
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Press Release

• CBTI & C has set up an IT Grievance Redressal

Mechanism to address the grievances of

taxpayers due to technical glitches on GST Portal.

The relief could be provided in the nature of

allowing filing of any Form or Return prescribed

in law or amending any Form or Return already

filed. GST Council has delegated powers to the

IT Grievance Redressal Committee to approve

and recommend to the GSTN the steps to be

taken to redress the grievance related to filing of

a return or form within time limit prescribed in

the law and the procedure to be followed for

implementation of the decision.

•  Scope

Problems relating to Common Portal and affect

large section of taxpayers shall be addressed

through this mechanism. Problems relating to

individual taxpayer due to localized issued shall

not be covered in the mechanism.

•  IT-Grievance Redressal Committee

The issued to be addressed shall be identified

by GSTN & the method of resolution tobe

approved by the GST Implementation Committee

[GIC]. GIC shall act as IT Grievance Redressal

Committee. The CEO, GSTN and the DG

[Systems], CBEC shall participate in these

meetings as special invitees.

•  Mechanism

Nodal officers shall be appointed by GSTN,

Central & State Government to address the

problem a taxpayer faces due to glitches, if any,

in the Common Portal. Taxpayers shall make an

application to the field officers or the nodal officers

where there was a demonstrable glitch on the

Common Portal in relation to an identified issue

along with requisite evidences establish bonafide

attempt on the part of the taxpayer to comply

with the due process of law. GSTN shall after

verifying its electronic records and the

applications received from nodal officers, identify

the issue involved where a large section of tax

payers are affected. GSTN shall forward the

same to the IT Grievance Redressal Committee

with suggested solutions for resolution of the

problem.

•  Suggested solutions

GST Council Secretariat shall obtain inputs of

the Law Committee, on the proposal of the GSTN

and call meeting of GIC. IT-Grievance Redressal

Committee may give directions to GSTN and field

formations of the tax administrations for

implementation of the decision.

•  Legal issues

In case of emergency, GST Council has

delegated the power to the IT Grievance

Redressal Committee to recommend to the

Government in terms of section 128 of the CGST

Act, 2017, waiver of fine or penalty for failure of

a taxpayer in filing of a return or form due to IT

related glitches. All such notifications waiving fine

or penalty shall be placed before GST Council.

Where adequate time is available, the issue of

waiver of fee and penalty shall be placed before

the GST Council with recommendation of the IT-

Grievance Redressal Committee.

• Effect of the decisions of the Hon'ble

High Courts of Allahabad, Bombay etc :

Resolution of stuck TRAN-1s and filing

of GSTR-3B

It has been decided that all such taxpayers, who

tried but were not able to complete TRAN-1

procedure [original or revised] of filing them on

or before 27.12.2017 due to IT-glitch, shall be

provided the facility to complete TRAN-1 filing.

GSTN shall identify such taxpayers who could

not file TRAN-1 due to IT glitches on the basis of

electronic audit trail.

The taxpayer shall not be allowed to amend the

amount of credit in TRAN-1 during this process.

GSTN shall communicate directly with the

taxpayers in this regard. The tax payers needs

to complete the process of filing of such TRAN-1

by 30th April 2018 and complete the filing of

GSTR-3B which could not be filed for such TRAN

1 by 31st May 2018.

[Press Release dated 04/04/2018]

• E-way bill clarifications issued for smooth roll out

of e-way bill system from 1st April 2018:

– Applicability: e-Way Bill system became

mandatory from today i.e. 01st April, 2018
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for all inter-State movement of goods.

– Help Desk: To answer queries of taxpayers

and transporters, the Central helpdesk of

GST has been made

– Mode of preparation of E-way bill: E-way

Bill can be generated through various

modes like Web [Online], Android App,

SMS, using Bulk Upload Tool and API based

site to site integration etc.

– Sub-users in E-way bill system:

Transporters can create multiple Sub-Users

and allocate roles to them. This way large

transporters can declare their various offices

as sub-users.

– Cancellation & rejection of e-way bill:

E-way bill can be cancelled within 24 hours

by the maker of e-way bill. The recipient can

also reject the e-way Bill within validity period

of e-way bill or 72 hours of generation of

the e-way bill by the consignor whichever is

earlier.

– Start of validity period of e-way bill: The

validity period of e-way bill starts only after

the details in PART B of FORMGST EWB-

01 are updated by the transporter for the

first time.

– Change of transport during transit: only

one e-way bill would be required. First

transporter shall assign another transport

& thereafter Form B shall be updated.

[Press Release dated 02/04/2018]

• E-Way Bill system for intra-State movement of

goods shall be implemented from 15th April, 2018

in Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Kerala, Telangana&

Uttar Pradesh.

[Press Release dated 10/04/2018]

• Press release has been issued for providing

clarification on the manner of filing the quarterly

return by composition dealers in FORM GSTR-

4. Data in serial number 4A of Table 4 of FORM

GSTR-4 regarding details of inward supplies for

the tax periods January, 2018 to March, 2018

and subsequent tax periods need not be

furnished, since auto population of such details

of inward supplies including supplies on which

reverse charge is applicable is not taking place.

[Press Release dated 17/04/2018]

• E-way bill system for intra-state movement of

goods shall be implemented from 25th April 2018

in Arunachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh,

Meghalaya, Sikkim, Puducherry. [Press Release

dated 23/04/2018]

• Clarification has been provided regarding

generation of E-way bill in case of "Bill To Ship

To Transaction". In Bill to Ship to transactions 3

parties are involved:

One who issues the order for supply of goods -

Denoted as 'A',

Second who supplies the goods - Denoted as 'B'

Third person who is receiving the goods —

Denoted as 'C'.

E-way bill needs to be generated either by 'A' or

'B'. Only one E-way bill needs to be generated

for "Bill To Ship To" transaction.

A. Generation of E-way bill by 'B' in following

manner:

Bill From Details 'B' to be updated

Dispatch From Addition place or principle place

of 'B' to be updated.

Bill to Details of 'A' to be updated

Ship to Address of 'C' to be updated

Invoice Details Details of invoice issued by 'B' to

'A' to be updated

B. Generation of E-way bill by 'A' in following

manner:

Bill From Details 'A' to be updated

Dispatch From Addition place or principle place

of 'B' to be updated.

Bill to Details of 'C' to be updated

Ship to Address of 'C' to be updated

Invoice Details Details of invoice issued by 'A' to

'C' to be updated

[Press Release dated 23/04/2018]

• Supply to Foreign Diplomatic Missions / UN

Organizations is like any other Business to

Consumer (B2C) supply and will not have any
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additional impact on the supplier's tax liability,

therefore suppliers should record the UIN of the

Embassies / Missions / Consulates or UN

organizations on the tax invoice. So that such

entities shall be able to claim refund of the taxes

paid by them in India. Big brand organizations /

stores needs to amend their processes /

software and enable recording of UIN. Further

Search functionality for UIN is available on the

GST Common Portal in "Search Taxpayer"

option. On entering UIN and captcha, details of

the entity will be available. [Press Release dated

27/04/2018]

Gujarat GST

• E-way bill in Gujrat:

From 15th April onwards e-way bill shall be

required for intra-state movement of goods within

the state of Gujrat for movement for only following

goods where the value of such goods exceeds

fifty thousand rupees.

1. All kinds of edible oil

2. All kinds of taxable oil seeds

3. All kinds of oil cakes

4. Iron & steel

5. Ferrous and Non-ferrous metal and scrap

thereof

6. Ceramic tiles

7. Brass parts & brass items

8. Processed Tobbaco and products thereof

9. Cigarette, Gutkha and pan masala

10. All types of yarns

11. All types of plywood, black board, decorative

and laminates

12. Coal including coke in all its forms

13. Timber and timber products

14. Cement

15. Marble and granite

16. Kota Stones

17. Naphtha

18. Light Diesel oil

19. Tea (in leaf and powder form)

Further no e-way bill shall be required for intra-

city movement of goods. [Notification dated

11.04.2018 Gujarat State Ahmedabad]

E way bill :-

Interstate

E-Way Bill Mandatory Dates

Intra State

From 1st

April 2018

From 15th

April 2018

From 20th

April 2018

From 25th

April 2018

From 31st

May 2018

From 1st Apr

2018 for all

states

Andhra Pradesh Bhihar Arunachal

Pradesh

Karnataka

Gujarat  Uttarakhand Madhya Pradesh

Kerala Himachal Meghalaya

Telangana Haryana Sikkim

Uttar Pradesh  Tripura Puducherry

Maharashtra

Jharkhand

MVAT:

Notifications:
• No new notifications

Circulars:
• No new circulars
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CUSTOMS:

Notifications:

Tariff:

• Increase in tariff rate of BCD on populated, loaded

or stuffed printed circuit boards, falling under tariff

item 8517 70 10, of the First Schedule to the

Customs Tariff Act, 1975 from Nil to 10%.

[Notification No. 37/2018 [Tariff] dated 02/04/

2018]

• Exemption from BCD on Camera Module and

Connectors, of cellular mobile phones has been

withdrawn and 10% BCD imposed on them.

[Notification No. 39/2018 [Tariff] dated

02/04/2018]

• Exemption from BCD on Camera Module and

Connectors, of cellular mobile phones has been

withdrawn and 10% BCD imposed on them

[Notification No. 40/2018 dated 2nd April,

2018]

• Amendment has been made in Customs

notification 11/2018 dated 2.2.2018, 12/2018

dated 2.2.2018 & 21/2018 dated 2.2.2018.

Wherever Finance Bill, 2018 is mentioned, the

same is amended to Finance Act . [Notification

No. 41/2018 dated 6th April, 2018]

• Increase tariff rate of basic customs duty [BCD]

on Whey and modified Whey, whether or not

concentrated or containing added sugar or other

sweetening matter [0404 10], and Other Whey

[0404 90 00 ] from present 30% to 40%. However

simultaneously notification No. 50/2017 Customs

dated 30.06.2017 has been amended so as to

maintain effective rate of BCD on Whey,

concentrated, evaporated or condensed, liquid

or semi-solid [0404 10 10] and Other Whey [0404

90 00] at 30%. [Notification No. 43/2018 [Tariff]

dated 10/04/2018]

• Effective rate of BCD at 30% on Whey,

concentrated, evaporated or condensed, liquid

or semi-solid (0404 10 10) and Other Whey

(0404 90 00). [Notification No. 44/2018 [Tariff]

dated 10/04/2018]

Non-Tariff:

• Courier Imports and Exports [Electronic

Declaration and Processing] Amendment

Regulations, 2018 have amended.

– Now these regulations shall also be

applicable export of goods under MEIS from

Chennai, Delhi and Mumbai airports

consignment of value up to twenty-five

thousand rupees and involving transaction

in foreign exchange. Earlier these rules were

not applicable to export of such

consignment.

– The Authorised Courier or his agent needs

to make entry of goods for export, in Form

Courier Shipping Bill-V [CSB-V] for goods

to be exported under Merchandise Exports

from India Scheme [MEIS], in Form HA.

– Format of Form HA has been specified.

[Notification No. 28/2018 [Non-Tariff] dated

28/03/2018]

• CBEC has introduced Pre-notice Consultation

Regulations, 2018. [Notification No. 29/2018

[Non-Tariff] dated 02/04/2018]

• The additional duty leviable on the Jute products

falling under headings 5310 and 6305 of the First

Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act,1975, when

imported from Nepal, during the period from the

17th July, 2015 to the 15th December, 2016,

shall not be required to be paid in respect of the

said goods. [Notification No. 30/2018 [Non-

Tariff] dated 04/04/2018]

 • Tariff Value of following Imported goods have

been further amended as given below:

Sl. Chapter/ heading/ Description Tariff value (US $
No. sub-heading/tariff item of goods Per Metric Tonne)

1 1511 10 00 Crude Palm Oil 684

2 1511 90 10 RBD Palm Oil 696

Table - 1
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Anti-Dumping Duty:

• Anti-dumping duty imposed on 'Veneered

Engineered Wooden Flooring' exported to India

from China PR, Malaysia, Indonesia and the

European Union for five years from the date of

notification. [Notification No. 17/2018 [ADD]

dated 27/03/2018]

• Anti-dumping duty imposed on Phosphoric Acid-

Technical Grade and Food Grade (including

Industrial Grade) (TH- 2809 20) exported from,

the subject country. [Notification No. 18/2018

[ADD] dated 06/04/2018]

• Anti-dumping duty imposed on the imports of "

Phosphorus Pentoxide" originating in or exported

from China PR for five years. [Notification No.

19/2018 [ADD] dated 06/04/2018]

• Anti-dumping duty has been imposed for 5 years

on imports of fishnet or fishing nets originating

from China or Bangladesh. [Notification No. 20/

2018 [ADD] dated 10/04/2018]

• Anti-dumping duty imposed on imports of Soda

Ash originating in or exported from Russia and

Turkey under Notification No. 8/2013-Customs

(ADD), dated the 18.04.2013 has been extended

for a further period of one year (i.e. 16.04.2019)

or till the conclusion of the sunset review

investigations initiated by the Designated

Authority. [Notification No.21/2018 (ADD)

dated 17/04/2018]

• Anti-dumping duty has been imposed on imports

of Glassware, originating in, or exported from

People's Republic of China and Indonesia & shall

3 1511 90 90 Others - Palm Oil 690

4 1511 10 00 Crude Palmolein 699

5 1511 90 20 RBD Palmolein 702

6 1511 90 90 Others - Palmolein 701

7 1507 10 00 Crude Soya bean Oil 824

8 7404 00 22 Brass Scrap [all grades] 3776

9 1207 91 00 Poppy seeds 2485

Sl. Chapter/ heading/ Description of Tariff value
No. sub-heading/tariff item goods (US $)

1 71 or 98 Gold, in any form, in respect of which the benefit of 432 per 10 grams

entries at serial number 356 and 358 of the

Notification No. 50/2017-Customs dated

30.06.2017 is availed

2 71 or 98 Silver, in any form, in respect of which the benefit of 537 per kilogram

entries at serial number 357 and 359 of the

Notification No. 50/2017-Customs dated

30.06.2017 is availed

Table - 2

Sr. Chapter/ heading/ Description of Tariff value US $

No. sub-heading / tariff item goods (Per Metric Tonne)

1 080280 Areca nuts 3946"

[Notification No. 32/2018 dated 13thApril, 2018]

Table - 3
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be effective for 5 years.[Notification No.22/2018

(ADD) dated 18/04/2018]

• Anti-dumping duty imposed on imports of Methyl

Ethyl Ketone or MEK originating in, or exported

from China PR, Japan, South Africa and Taiwan

for period of 3 years. [Notification No.23/2018

(ADD) dated 24/04/2018]

Circulars:

• Import of remnant fuel & oils brought along with

ships/vessels for breaking up of ships/vessels

shall be classified under chapter 27 after 20th

May 2015 according to DGFT notification No.7/

2015-2020 and also policy restriction have been

removed. Accordingly pending provisional

assessment shall be finalized for import of such

remnant fuel. [Circular No.09/2018 (CUS) dated

19/04/2018]

• Customs has issued Circular No. 10/2018 dated

24.04.2018 w.r.t. Imports made by EOU/EHTP/

STP/BTP without payment of duty by following

the procedure of Rule 5 of Customs IGCRD Rules

2017.

Now, there is no need to get Prior approval on

the annual estimated quantity for each item from

Jurisdictional Deputy/Assistant Commissioner of

Customs.

Accordingly, EOU should submit the information

as follows:

– Information (pertaining to estimated quantity

and value of goods to be imported) in

duplicate set at the office of Jurisdictional

Deputy / Assistant Commissioner of

Customs of EOU unit under Rule 5 (1) (a)

– Information (pertaining to estimated quantity

and value of goods to be imported) in 1 set

to the office of Deputy / Assistant

Commissioner of Customs at the Custom

Station of Import under Rule 5 (1) (b)

– There is no need to obtain permission /

approval from Jurisdictional Deputy /

Assistant Commissioner of Customs

[Circular No.10/2018 (CUS) dated 24/04/2018]

Instructions:

• Completion of data entry in DIGIT; uploading of

show cause notices and adjudication orders in

DIGIT. [Customs Instruction No. 06/2018

dated 0/04/2018]

• The customs officers are directed to issue

specking order in case of re-assessment of the

bill of entry or the shipping bill. [Customs

Instruction No. 07/2018 dated 05/04/2018]

• All the imports of Oxytocin/API in any name should

be banned with immediate effect. It has been

directed to all field formations to prevent any

attempt to smuggle Oxytocin in any form or

nature. [Customs Instruction No. 08/2018

dated 05/04/2018]

• It has been clarified that the solar panels or

modules equipped with bypass diodes are

classifiable in heading 8541, the solar panels or

modules equipped with blocking diodes are

classifiable in heading 8501 and solar panels or

modules equipped with blocking diodes and

bypass diodes are classifiable in heading 8501.

[Customs Instruction No. 09/2018 dated 06/

04/2018]

FOREIGN TRADE POLICY /EXIM:

Notifications:
• Import Policy Conditions of import of apples

under exim code 08081000 of ITC [HS] , 2017

Schedule I [import policy] has been amended.

Now there is no condition w.r.t. import of apples

by specified ports, apples can be imported via

any other port. [DGFT Notification No. 56/2015-

20 dated 27/03/2018]

• Export of white sugar under DFIA is allowed

under SION Sl. No. E 52 till 30.09.2018. DFIA in

such cases shall be issued only on or after

1.10.2019 & it shall be valid till 30.09.2021.No

pre-import condition & actual user condition shall

be applicable for DFIA issued against export of

'Raw Sugar' upto 30.09.2018. [DGFT

Notification No. 57 dated 28/03/2018]

• Import policy for second hand goods imported

forthe purpose of repair / refurbishing / re-

conditioning or re-engineering has need

specified as free with certain conditions w.r.t
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management of waste according to

environmental/safety and health norms and re-

export of such goods according to customs

notification. [DGFT Notification No.58 dated 28/

03/2018]

• Import of seal skin under chapter heading 41,42

and 43 of ITC[HS], 2017 -Schedule -1 [import

policy] has been prohibited. [DGFT Notification

No.59 dated 28/03/2018]

• Import policy of all varieties of edible oils, except

mustard oil has been made "free" for export

without any quantitative ceiling, pack size etc.

Export of mustard oil in branded consumer packs

upto 5 kgs will continue to be permitted with

minimum export price (MEP) of $ 900 per MT.

[DGFT Notification No.01/2015-20 dated 06/

04/2018]

• Incorporation of new HS Codes for laying down

import policy for Kabuli Chana, Bengal gram and

Others under Exim Code 0713 of Chapter 07 of

ITC (HS), 2017, Schedule - I (Import Policy).

[DGFT Notification No. 02/2018 dated

16/04/2018]

• Amendment in import policy conditions under

Exim Code 9022 of Chapter 90 of ITC (HS), 2017,

Schedule - I (Import Policy). [DGFT Notification

No. 03/2018 dated 16/04/2018]

• Import of yellow peas under Exim Code 0713

1000 has been restricted up to 1 Lakh MT for

the period April 2018 to June 2018. [DGFT

Notification No.04/2015-20 dated 25/04/2018]

• Bill of Lading and Shipping Bill are the key

documents fordeciding the date of import and

export respectively. In case of change of policy

from free' to 'restricted/prohibited/state trading'

or 'otherwise regulated', the import/export

already made before the date of Bill of Lading

and Shipping Bill, such regulation/restriction will

not be affected. The import through High Sea

sales will not be covered under this facility.

Further, the Import or Export on or after change

in the Import Export Policy shall not have impact

upto the balance quantity, value and period

available in theIrrevocable Commercial Letter of

Credit (ICLC).

[DGFT Notification No.04/2015-20 dated 25/

04/2018]

Public notice:

• The period for installation and operationalization

of Radiation Portal Monitors and Container

Scanner in the designated port is extended up

to 31.10.2018 [DGFT Public Notice No.70

dated 28/03/2018]

• Extension has been provided up to 30th

September 2018 for;Submission of request for

one time Condonation of time period for extension

of Export Obligation period for EPCG and

Submission of Request for one time condonation

for delay in submission of installation certificate

under EPCG scheme. [DGFT Public Notice No.

01/2018 dated 26/04/2018]

Policy Circulars:

• Packaging restriction on export of Roasted Gram

has been removed. [DGFT Circular No. 05/

2015-20 dated 04/04/2018]

Trade Notice:

• Online facility has been launched by DGFT to

check status of import export code (IEC)

application made to DGFT. PAN based status

query can be used to check status of Import

Export Code(IEC) application on DGFT website.

Based on the status mentioned below action can

be taken.

Sr.No. Status Action to be taken

1 Application received Wait for 4 days for processing by RA

2 IEC application rejected Please re-submit the application after complying with the

deficiencies raised by the RA. No need to pay fee again

3 IEC transmitted to ICEGATE, Wait for 3 days for successfully accepted by ICEGATE

yet to be accepted by ICEGATE
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IT is to be noted that IEC is ready for Import/

Export of goods only after IEC details get

successfully registered at DGFT and accepted

by ICEGATE(Customs).

[Trade Notice No. 02/2018 dated 11/04/2018]

• DGFT developed EODC monitoring system [web

site] for Advance/EPCG authorization which can

be accessed at http://eodc.online. The system

is designed for monitoring the progress of EODC

applications. The exporters can view status of

their pending EODC application on this web site.

All RAs are directed to input data related to

application received for EODC & update the

status accordingly. If EODC applications are

pending with RA and system is not showing it as

pending, exporters can raise a query in the

system and RAs would take consequential action

in this matter so that such applications are

entered into the system. It is therefore requested

that all exporters whose EODC cases are pending

with various RAs, need to check the status of

their applications online and feed their pending

data using 'Raise Query' option. This will enable

RAs to monitor and dispose their cases faster.

[Trade Notice No. 01/2018 dated 04/04/2018]

• Revalidation of Advance Authorizations / DFIA

shall be allowed even for the authorizations

issued under FTP 2009-14. [Trade Notice No.

03/2018 dated 25/04/2018]

• List of services has been mentioned Appendix-

3D with CPC Provisional Code, and in includes

IT enable services as well. All such services

mentioned in the Appendix 3D shall be eligible

for SEIS benefit, even if such notified IT services

are not delivered on IT enabled platform. [Trade

Notice No. 04/2018 dated 25/04/2018]

INCOME TAX:

Notifications:
• The CBDT has made available the new ITR form

for AY 2018-19 and has according made

changes in the Income Tax Rules. As per the

amendment in the rules the individual other than

Resident not ordinarily resident (RNOR) having

asset outside India, Foreign Income or is signing

authority for any account outside India cannot

opt for Form Sahaj ITR-1. [Notification No .

16/2018 dated 3rd April 2018]

• The CBDT by amendment in the Rule 2BB of

Income tax Rules has withdrawn the exemption

Transport allowance of Rs.1,600/- per month

from FY 2018-19. [Notification No .17/2018

dated 6th April, 2018]

• The CBDT by the notification has made addition

of transgender in the gender category in the PAN

application form. [Notification No .18/2018

dated 9th April, 2018]

• The CBDT has notified that the investment will

have to make application to the following address

"the Member, Central Board of Direct Taxes,

Department of Revenue, Ministry of Finance,

North Block, New Delhi having supervision and

control over the work of Foreign Tax and Tax

Research (FT&TR) Division". [Notification No.

19/2018 dated 11th April 2018]

• The Central Government has notified Double

Taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTAA) and

Prevention of fiscal evasion with respect to taxes

on Income and on Capital with THE

GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF

KAZAKHSTAN. [Notification No .20/2018 dated

12th April, 2018]

• The CBDT has by the notification has notified

Form no 60 which is to be submitted physically

4 IEC successfully registered at IEC is ready for used

DGFT and accepted by ICEGATE

5 status at Sl no 4 is not indicated Status to be checked at ICEGA TE after 3 days of

transmission to ICEGATE at

https://www.icegate.gov.inlEnqMod/and report the problem

to Contact@DGFT, if required.
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or electronic by any person who does not have

PAN and want to enter in a transaction listed

under Rule 114B which mandated the quoting

of PAN. The electronic method has to be

authenticated either by OTP, biometric or

combination of both. [System Notification No

.1/2018 dated 5th April, 2018]

• The CBDT has by the notification has notified

Form no 61 which is to be submitted electronic

by any person required to get his accounts

audited u/s 44AB or as notified who has received

Form no 60. Now the person can also furnish a

deletion statement (DB) to delete the previously

submitted information. The procedure is

described in details in the notification. [System

Notification No .2/2018 dated 5th April, 2018]

• The CBDT has by the notification has notified

electronic Form no 61A which is to be submitted

electronic under Rule 114E by the person as

notified in the section 285BA of Income Tax Act.

[System Notification No. 3/2018 dated 5th

April, 2018]

• The CBDT has by the notification has notified

Form no 61B which is to be submitted electronic

under Rule 114E by the individual as notified in

the section 285BA of Income Tax Act. Now the

person can also furnish a deletion statement (DB)

to delete the previously submitted information.

The procedure is described in details in the

notification. [System Notification No. 4/2018

dated 5th April, 2018]

Circulars

• No New Circular

COMPANY LAW:

Notifications:

• According to provisions of Companies

Amendment Act, 2015, Common seal is not

mandatory for the companies, in line with this

provision the Companies (Share Capital and

Debentures) Rules, 2014 has been amended

stating the explanations that common seal on

share certificates is required only when the

company is having the same. It is not mandatory

now to have common seal of the company on

share certificates. In view of this Companies Act,

2013 Table F Para II also amended.

[Notification No. G. S. R. (E) dated 10th April

2018]

• Designation of following court as a Special Court

for the purposes of providing speedy trial of

offences punishable with imprisonment of two

years or more:

Court Jurisdiction as Special Court

9th Court of Additional District and State of Uttar Pradesh

Sessions Judge, Kanpur Nagar.

[Notification No. S.O. (E) dated 23rd April, 2018]

• Relaxation given to following Government

Companies is continuing forever without any

restriction of only seven years. As applicability

of the provisions of Accounting Standard 22 or

Indian Accounting Standard 12 relating to

deferred tax asset or deferred tax liability shall

not apply at all to following government

companies, with effect from the 1st April, 2017,

to a Government company which:-

i) is a public financial institution under sub-

clause (iv) of clause (72) of section 2 of the

Companies Act, 2013;

ii) is a Non-Banking Financial Company

registered with the Reserve Bank of India

under section 45-IA of the Reserve bank of

India Act, 1934; and

iii) is engaged in the business of infrastructure

finance leasing with not less than 75% of its

total revenue being generated from such

business with Government companies or

other entities owned or controlled by

Government.

[Notification No. S.O. (E) dated 2nd April

2018]

Circulars

• Extension of closing date of the Condonation of

Delay Scheme for filing of overdue documents,

by one day on account of holiday of 'Buddha

Pournima" on 30th April 18. So closing date for

this scheme will be 1st May 2018. [General

Circular No.03/2018 dated 27th April 2018]
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• Further extension of due date along with

exemption from additional fees till 31st May

2018,for filing of E-Form AOC-4 XBRL (Form for

filing XBRL document in respect of financial

statement and other documents with the

Registrar using IND AS) for the year 2016-17.

[General Circular No.04/2018 dated 27th April

2018]

Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code:

Notifications

• No New Notifications

Circulars

• Clarifications and Instructions have been issued

to all IPE's (Insolvency Professional Entities) to

comply with the Compliances as per amended

IBBI (Insolvency Professionals) Amendment

Regulations, 2018. Failure to comply the

compliances such IPE's will be de-recognized by

the board. [Circular No. IPE/008/2018 dated 5th

April 2018].

• Keeping In view the institutional role of the IPAs,

and to facilitate monitoring of both their

performance and compliance of statutory

requirements, and in the interest of transparency

and accountability, the IBBI, in consultation with

IPAs, has devised the format of ANNUAL

COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE (Annexure A) to

be submitted by the IPAs to the IBBI and to be

displayed on its website within 45 days of the

closure of the financial year.

In view of above all the IPAs are required to

submit the ANNUAL COMPLIANCE

CERTIFICATE for the year 2017-18 to the IBBI

and display the same on their respective websites

by 15th May, 2018. [Circular No. IPA/009/2018

dated 19th April 2018].

• The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016

(Code) envisages that an insolvency professional

may be appointed as interim resolution

professional, resolution professional, liquidator,

or a bankruptcy trustee if no disciplinary

proceeding is pending against him. Some of

these provisions are extracted at Annexure A to

the circular. The Code, however, does not define

'disciplinary proceeding'. Accordingly now Board

has clarified 'disciplinary proceedings' as under:

i. disciplinary proceeding is considered as

pending against an insolvency professional

from the time he has been issued a show

cause notice by the Insolvency and

Bankruptcy oard of India till its disposal by

the disciplinary committee; and

ii. An insolvency professional who has been

issued a show cause notice shall not accept

any fresh assignment as interim resolution

professional, resolution professional,

liquidator, or a bankruptcy trustee under the

Code.

[Circular No. LA/010/2018 dated 23rd April

2018].

• In terms of Regulation 5 (b) of the IBBI

(Insolvency Professionals) Regulations, 2016, an

individual is eligible for registration as insolvency

professional, subject to meeting other

requirements, if he has completed a pre-

registration educational course, as may be

required by the Board, from an insolvency

professional agency (IPA) after his enrolment as

a professional member.

In view of aforesaid regulation, in consultation

with IPAs, the IBBI has specifies the details and

coverage of pre-registration educational course

to be conducted by IPA's.

This pre-registration educational course shall be

delivered by the IPAs in not less than 50 hours

either in class room sessions or in MOOCS

environment. The participants must have

opportunity to do the tasks themselves in a near-

real environment with practical examples.

This pre-registration educational course will be

further reviewed by the Board on 31st March,

2019.

[Circular No. LA/011/2018 dated 23rd April

2018].

Regulations

• IBBI (Insolvency Professionals) Regulations,

2016 has been updated and issued up to 1st

April 2018as under:
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– As per provisions of amended regulation 12,

the insolvency professional entities

recognized as on the date of

commencement of the Insolvency and

Bankruptcy Board of India (Insolvency

Professionals) (Amendment) Regulations,

2018 shall comply with the following

provisions by 30th Sept 2018:

a) its sole objective is to provide support

services to insolvency professionals,

who are its partners or directors, as the

case may be;

b) it has a net worth of not less than one

crore rupees;

c) majority of its shares is held by

insolvency professionals, who are its

directors, in case it is a company;

d) majority of capital contribution is made

by insolvency professionals, who are

its partners, in case it is a limited liability

partnership firm or a registered

partnership firm;

As well as compliances for following clauses

to do by 30th June 2018:

e) majority of its partners or directors, as

the case may be, are insolvency

professionals;

f) majority of its whole time directors are

insolvency professionals, in case it is a

company; and

g) none of its partners or directors is a

partner or a director of another

insolvency professional entity:

[IBBI Regulations issued vide Notification

No. IBBI/2016-17/GN/REG003]

• IBBI (Insolvency Resolution Process for

Corporate Persons) Regulations, 2016 has been

updated and issued up to 1st April 2018 [IBBI

Regulations issued vide Notification No. IBBI/

2016-17/GN/REG004]

• Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India i.e.

IBBI (Liquidation Process) Regulations, 2016

issued vide Regulations IBBI/2016-17/GN/

REG005 has been updated up to 1st April 2018.

[IBBI Regulations issued vide Notification

No. IBBI/2016-17/GN/REG005]

• Updated IBBI (Information Utilities) Regulations,

2017 has been issued which are effective from

1st April 2017 these are updated till 1st April

2018. [IBBI Regulations issued vide

Notification No. BBI/2016-17/GN/REG009]

FEMA /RBI

Notifications

• No New Notifications

Circulars

• No New Circulars
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CBEC Notified Exchange Rate for Conversion of Foreign Currency w. e. f,

20th April 2018 [Notification No. 33/2018-Customs [N.T]

Dated 19th April 2018]

SCHEDULE - I

S.No. Foreign Currency

Rate of exchange of one unit of foreign currency

equivalent to Indian rupees

(For Imported Goods) (For Export Goods)

1. Australian Dollar 52.35 50.40

2. Bahrain Dinar 180.45 169.00

3. Canadian Dollar 53.05 51.30

4. Chinese Yuan 10.70 10. 35

5. Danish Kroner 11.15 10.70

6. EURO 82.85 80.10

7. Hong Kong Dollar 8.50 8.25

8. Kuwait Dinar 227.10 212.35

9. New Zealand Dollar 49.20 47.30

10. Norwegian Kroner 8.65 8.35

11. Pound Sterling 95.00 92.00

12. Qatari Riyal 18.60 17.60

13. Saudi Arabian Riyal 18.15 17.00

14. Singapore Dollar 51.10 49.45

15. South African Rand 5.70 5.35

16. Swedish Kroner 8.00 7.70

17. Swiss Franc 69.10 66.85

18. UAE Dirham 18.55 17.35

19. US Dollar 66.70 65.00

S.No. Foreign Currency

Rate of exchange of 100 units of foreign currency

equivalent to Indian rupees

(For Imported Goods) (For Export Goods)

1 Japanese Yen 62.35 60.25

2 Kenya Shilling 64. 90 60.65

SCHEDULE-II
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GST is instrumental to make HR policies simpler and

reduce the reimbursement and increased in the salary

under the heads of "Income from Salary" in

accordance with Income Tax Act 1961. It is also likely

stated that Human Resource Department has been

involved in implementation of new taxation system

for statutory compliances also. Let us understand

various aspects of employee cost vis-à-vis recovery

from employees and impact on GST.

In accordance with Section 7 of CGST Act 2017,

"Meaning & Scope of Supply" clearly mentions the

inclusion / exclusion of employee providing services

to employer or employer is providing services to

employee as well as the relation with each other. We

give below the brief thereof.

1. Employee providing services to the employer in

the course of employment is neither goods nor

services. (Schedule III to Section 7-Sr. 1)

2. Employee and employer are related (Explanation

(a) (iii) to subsection (5) of section 15 of CGST

Act 2017.

3. Supply to related person even without

consideration is taxable supply (Schedule I to

Section 7 - Sr. 2)

4. Gift to employees exceeding Rs. 50,000/- per

employee per year even without consideration

is taxable supply. (Sch.I Sec.7 - Proviso to Sr. 3)

Human Resource Practices & GST

By CMA Ashok B. Nawal

Contact: +91 9890165001 • Email: nawal@bizsolindia.com

In view of the above, it is important to analyze any

payment made to an employee or any recovery made

from employee to ensure 100% statutory compliance

under the GST Era.

• Salary / Wages included in Form 16:

This is the salary payment made to employees

by the employersin the course of employment

and therefore is neither goods nor services and

out of the scope of GST

• Food Card to Employees:

It is considered for computation of taxable salary

under Income Tax and hence out of purview of

GST. If its is not considered in taxable salary

under the Income Tax Act, 1961 then it will be

considered as free supply without consideration

and therefore covered under taxable supply and

GST will be paid as outward supply by the

employer on the open market of value of such

food.

• Canteen:

Number of companies / factories will have the

canteen premises. If such canteen premises is

used for cooking and service of the food to the

employees at the subsidized value or free, still

GST will be payable as follows :

Particular

Option 1

When food is prepared by

outdoor caterer and served at

the premises of factory /

company

Option 2

When food is prepared by

outdoor caterer and served at

the leased / rented premises

owned by factory / company

Option 3

When food is cooked in the

factory / company premises by

contractor and served the food

at the premises of factory /

company

Input Tax

Rate

18% 5% 5%

Output Tax

Rate

5% (without ITC) 5% (without ITC) 5% (without ITC)
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Value on

which tax

is payable

Open Market Value i.e. Value

of Inputs or recovery

whichever is higher

Open Market Value i.e. Value

of Inputs or recovery

whichever is higher

Open Market Value i.e. Value of

Inputs or recovery whichever is

higher

Cost to the

Company

No Input Tax Credit i.e. 18%

and 5% on value of Inputs or

recovery whichever is higher

i.e. min 23% of Input value

No Input Tax Credit i.e. 5%

and 5% on value of Inputs or

recovery whichever is higher

i.e. min 10% of Input value

No Input Tax Credit i.e. 18%

and 5% on value of Inputs or

recovery whichever is higher i.e.

min 23% of Input value

It is always better to act as a pure agent for

payment to outdoor caterer on behalf of the

employee and recovery thereof from the

employee. In such circumstances, the cost can

be reduced to 18% and if the place is given on

rent to outdoor caterer and then he serves the

food, payment is made to outdoor caterer on

behalf of employees and recovery thereof from

the employees, then cost can be reduced to 10%.

• Recovery of balance in food card in case of

Full & Final Settlement:

Generally, food card is given by the company

and if person leaves then recovery of balance

food card is made on full & final settlement. GST

Applicable as outward supply (B2C), valuation

will be amount of balance recovered and GST

@18% will be payable.

Invoice to be raised by Employer as outward

supply and reported as B2C transaction in

GSTR-1.

• Canteen Expenses - Recovery from Contract

Employees:

GST Applicable as outward supply (B2B

considering contractor as registered), valuation

will be Transaction Value and GST @12% will

be payable. Invoice(B2B and B2C) to be raised

by Employer and reported in GSTR-1.

• Gifts to Employees:

If exceeds Rs. 50000/- per employee per year

then outward supply.Valuation will be at open

market value and rate will be @18%.

1) If Exceeds Rs. 50,000/-then Invoice to be

raised.

2) If below Rs. 50,000/- it will be treated as

Non-taxable supply and ITC reversal to be

done.

Cumulative Control Sheet to be maintained for

every employee as to evidence it is not

exceeding Rs.50,000/- amount in excess of

Rs.50,000 will be taxable as gift to employee.

In case of absence of a control sheet, it will be

taxable.

• Reimbursement of Training:

If, invoice is in the name of employee and

reimbursement is made to him / her then, it should

be ensured that such employee should at least

mention the GSTN of the company, otherwise

whatever GST is charged will become cost, since

no ITC can be availed.

It has been clarified by the CBIC that when

reimbursement is made to the employee, such

amount will not be treated as receipt from

unregistered person, since the employee is not

providing services in the course of business or

furtherance of the business. Hence it is out of

the scope of supply and no tax will be payable

either employee or employer. However, GST

charged on such training invoice will be the cost,

since no ITC can be availed, since invoice will

be in the name of employee and no GSTN is

given. Such transactions will be treated as B2C

transaction and not B2B transaction.

Therefore, it is advisable that employee should

ensure to take the invoice in the name of

company.

• Transport Recovery from Employees:

Recovery will be taxable as an outward Supply

in GST. Being the related party, valuation will be

at open market value.However, if contractor is

providing the services of bus for the travel of the

employees, then input tax credit can be availed

on such services, since employer will be
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providing outward services to their employees.

Recovery will be taxable as an outward Supply

in GST. Being the related party, valuation will be

at open market value. GST will be payable @

5%

Invoice to be raised by Employer

• Transport Recovery from Other than

Employees:

Recovery will be taxable as an outward Supply

in GST. Being the unrelated party, valuation will

be at transaction value and GST will be payable

@ 5% and Invoice to be raised by Employer and

report in GSTR-1 as B2B / B2C transaction.

• Higher Education/Certificate Course:

Most of the time, company sponsor employees

for higher education / certificate course. In such

circumstances, either company paysthe fees

directly to Institute, therefore such invoice will be

in the name of employee alongwith GSTN and

company is entitled to take the ITC.It will have to

be booked as a training expenses and avail ITC

otherwise there are likely chances to consider

this as gift. In such circumstances, it should be

considered as higher limit of Rs. 50,000/- per

employee per year for the cumulative gifts and

will be considered as exempted supply being

non-taxable and proportionate reversal of credit

will have to be made in terms of Rule 42 & 43 of

CGST Rules 2017.

However, if it is recovered from the salary,

eitherin installment or otherwise, company will

have to raise the invoice on employee and pay

the tax on the full amount at one time only. If it is

not received from the employee, but employee

leaves the employment before agreed time, then

certain companies recover such amount or some

amount from the employee at the time of full &

final settlement. In such circumstance also, it will

be considered as outward supply and tax invoice

will have to raise and GST has to be paid at the

rate of 18% and report such transaction in

GSTR-1. If reimbursement is made to the

employee against higher education or certificate

course, then also no GST will be payable

• Stipend to Graduate/post graduates and

Expenses related to them:

Stipend is paid to the trainees and they are not

considered as employee and if there is a

contractual obligation and there is employer and

employee relationship. In both the circumstances

no GST will be payable, since such training is

neither providing services as employee nor

providing services in the course of business or

furtherance of the business and hence not

covered under "Meaning & Scope of Supply".

• Notice Pay Recovery - F&F Settlement

Notice Pay Recovery is made on the breach of

contract and tolerance of an act of breach of

contract is covered as declared services under

schedule II to Section 7 of the CGST Act 2017

and therefore, company will be liable to pay GST

@ 18% as outward supply being declared service

and Invoice to be raised by Employer and such

transaction to be reported in GSTR-1 as B2C.

• Mobile Expenses:

If it is considered for taxable salary, it will be

outside the purview of GST. If mobile is given by

the company, it has to be ensured it is for the

official use and not for personal use. If it is used

for personal use, then proportionate ITC will have

to be reversed. If any expenditure is recovered

from employee, it will be treated as outward

supply and GST will be payable @18%.

If mobile is in the name of employee and

reimbursement of such invoice is made to

employee then no ITC can be available of GST

reflecting on mobile bill of the employee. It will

be the cost.

• Internet Expenses (Dongal & WiFi):

If invoice is in the name of employer then credit

can be availed, otherwise if it is in the name of

employee and reimbursement is made, it will be

outside the purview of supply and GST on such

invoice will be the cost. It has to be ensured that

Dongal / Wi-Fi provided by company is used only

for official purpose an dif used for personal

purpose, proportionate ITC will be required to

be reversed.

• Recognition Trips for Area Office Employees:

If it is not considered as gift, then it should be

included under taxable salary.
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If exceeds Rs. 50000/- per employee per year

then outward supply.Valuation will be at open

market value and rate will be @18%.

1) If Exceeds Rs. 50,000/-,then Invoice to be

raised.

2) If below Rs. 50,000/-, it will be treated as

Non-taxable supply and ITC reversal to be

done.

• Referral Bonus

It has to be considered as taxable salary and to

be included in Form 16, hence out of GST

purview.

• Professional Membership Fees

Most of the time, company either pays the

professional membership directly or gives the

reimbursement to the employee. It can be

considered as gift and Cumulative Control Sheet

to be maintained for every employee as to

evidence it is not exceeding Rs.50,000/-.

In case of absence of a control sheet, it will be

taxable.

If exceeds Rs. 50000/- per employee per year

then outward supply.Valuation will be at open

market value and rate will be @18%

1) If Exceeds Rs. 50,000/- then Invoice to be

raised.

2) If below Rs. 50,000/- it will be treated as

Non-taxable supply and ITC reversal to be

done.

• House Deposit (For new joining and

Relocation)

It is in nature of loan and therefore it is not

covered under "Meaning & Scope of supply" and

hence no GST will be payable.

• Health Check Up Expenses (Incurred by

Employee & reimbursed by company)

It is covered under sr. no. 2 Schedule I (Gift).

Cumulative Control Sheet to be maintained for

every employee as to evidence it is not

exceeding Rs.50,000/-.

In case of absence of a control sheet, it will be

taxable.

If exceeds Rs. 50,000/- per employee per year

then outward supply.Valuation will be at open

market value and rate will be @18%.

1) If Exceeds Rs. 50,000/-, then Invoice to be

raised.

2) If below Rs. 50,000/- it will be treated as

Non-taxable supply and ITC reversal to be

done.

• Creche Charges

It is a mandatory requirement. Therefore, no

recovery also can be made and hence it is out of

"Meaning & Scope of Supply". If Creches charges

are paid directly to Creche owner on behalf of

employees or reimbursed to the employees then,

it will be considered as gift.

It will be covered under sr. no. 2 Schedule I (Gift).

Cumulative Control Sheet to be maintained for

every employee as to evidence it is not

exceeding Rs.50,000/-

In case of absence of a control sheet, it will be

taxable.

If exceeds Rs. 50000/- per employee per year

then outward supply. Valuation will be at open

market value and rate will be @18%

1) If Exceeds Rs. 50,000/-,then Invoice to be

raised.

2) If below Rs. 50,000/- it will be treated as

Non-taxable supply and ITC reversal to be

done.

• Access Card Lost recovery

This is the tolerance of an act and in nature of

penal penalty and not recovered as value of

goods and therefore, company will be liable to

pay GST @ 18% as outward supply.

Invoice to be raised by Employer and such

transactions to be reported in GSTR-1 as B2C.

• Candidate Interview Expenses:

If bills are in the name of probable employee,

then also no GST will be payable since such

person is not providing servicein the course of

business or furtherance of business in view of

ratio laid down by Govt. of India, Ministry of

Finance through their Press Note dtd. 10th July

2017.
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If bill is in the name of company andif GSTN is

mentioned,then company can avail ITC and if

GSTN is not mentioned then it will be the cost.

• Per Day Allowance during travel:

No GST will be payable, since such employee is

not in the furtherance of business, services

rendered by him cannot be considered as Supply

in view of ratio laid down by Govt. of India,

Ministry of Finance through their Press Note dtd.

10th July 2017

• Personal Accident Policy Recovery

If it is not considered as gift, then it should be

included under taxable salary.

Cumulative Control Sheet to be maintained for

every employee as to evidence it is not

exceeding Rs.50,000/-

In case of absence of a control sheet, it will be

taxable.

If exceeds Rs. 50000/- per employee per year

then outward supply.Valuation will be at open

market value and rate will be @18%

1) If Exceeds Rs. 50,000/-,then Invoice to be

raised.

2) If below Rs. 50,000/- it will be treated as

Non taxable supply and ITC reversal to be

done.

• Group Medical Insurance recovery

If it is not considered as gift, then it should be

included under taxable salary.

Cumulative Control Sheet to be maintained for

every employee as to evidence it is not

exceeding Rs. 50,000/- In case of absence of a

control sheet, it will be taxable.

If exceeds Rs. 50000/- per employee per year

then outward supply.Valuation will be at open

market value and rate will be @18%

1) If Exceeds Rs. 50,000/- then Invoice to be

raised.

2) If below Rs. 50,000/- it will be treated as

Non-taxable supply and ITC reversal to be

done.

• Awards to Employees

If, it is not considered as gift, then it should be

included under taxable salary, but if it is not

considered in taxable salary, then it will be

considered as a gift.

Cumulative Control Sheet to be maintained for

every employee as to evidence it is not

exceeding Rs.50,000

In case of absence of a control sheet, it will be

taxable.

If exceeds Rs. 50000/- per employee per year

then outward supply.Valuation will be at open

market value and rate will be @18%

1) If Exceeds Rs. 50,000/- then Invoice to be

raised.

2) If below Rs. 50,000/-it will be treated as Non

taxable supply and ITC reversal to be done.

• Uniform, T-Shirts, Jackets, Mugs, Diaries

etc.or such goods given to employees for

specific occasions or on yearly basis:

These are given in the course of employment. It

is given for the office purpose and suitable note

to be put in the employee handbook and

thereafter it will not be considered as goods or

services.

• Recovery from employees against loss of

uniforms, safety kits. Etc

This is the tolerance of an act and in nature of

penal penalty and not recovered as value of

goods and therefore, company will be liable to

pay GST @ 18% as outward supply.

Invoice to be raised by Employer and such

transactions to be reported in GSTR-1 as B2C.

• Relocation Expenses

It should be considered as part of taxable salary,

but if it is not considered in taxable salary, then it

will be considered as a gift.

Cumulative Control Sheet to be maintained for

every employee as to evidence it is not

exceeding Rs.50,000

In case of absence of a control sheet, it will be

taxable.

If exceeds Rs. 50000/- per employee per year

then outward supply.Valuation will be at open

market value and rate will be @18%
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1) If Exceeds Rs. 50,000/- then Invoice to be

raised.

2) If below Rs. 50,000/- it will be treated as

Non-taxable supply and ITC reversal to be

done.

• Recovery of Relocation Expenses (In case

of discontinuance)

This is the tolerance of an act and in nature of

penal penalty and not recovered as value of

goods and therefore, company will be liable to

pay GST @ 18% as outward supply.

Invoice to be raised by Employer and such

transactions to be reported in GSTR-1 as B2C.

• Car Lease Company Policy

If lease asset is not in the books of the company

and company is only the guarantor/ facilator there

will be no impact in GST.

• Issue of Petrol Card / Fuel Coupon to

employees:

If Petrol card / fuel coupon is given for filling up

petrol & diesel in the car either owned by

company / employee, it is generally for the official

use and necessary instruction should be made

in the employee handbook that such petrol

should be used only for official purpose. If used

for personal, it will be considered as gift, which

will be counted towards overall ceiling of Rs.

50,000/- but even if it cross Rs. 50,000/- for diesel

/ petrol, no GST will be payable, since petrol /

diesel is out of the purview of GST.

• Reimbursement of Expenses incurred for the

purpose of official use

When the reimbursement is supported by Invoice

which is in the name of the company or otherwise,

it will be considered as that "Employee acted on

behalf of the company" then it will be subjected

as "Inward Supply" and if RCM is applicable it

will be charged.

Any expenses paid from the corporate card it

will be considered as services availed by the

company as Inward Supplies and accordingly

credit will be available. If RCM is applicable it will

be paid. If corporate is used for personal purpose

for which recovery is made will not be subjected

to GST.

Any reimbursement without supporting but duly

approved by competent authority of the company,

it will not be treated as supply (because it is not

in furtherance of the business of the company)

nor Gift (as the reimbursement is as per the

contractual agreement) nor it is termed as in the

course of employment therefore there will not

be any GST on such expenses. This is line with

the principal laid down in Press Release issued

by Government on Reverse Charge.

When the amount is claimed is in excess of policy

entitlement or amount is restricted to the extent

of the policy amount then it will not be subjected

to GST. It will term as allowance and not taxable.

Each company will have different heads but

principle philosophy will remain the same as

mentioned in below table :

Included in Taxable salary under the head of

salary and reflected in Form 16 It is in the

course of employment and hence neither it is

goods nor the service.

Gift If exceeds Rs. 50000/- per employee per

year then outward supply.Valuation will be at

open market value and rate will be @18%.

1) If Exceeds Rs. 50,000/- then Invoice to be

raised.

2) If below Rs. 50,000/-it will be treated as Non-

taxable supply and ITC reversal to be done.

Cumulative Control Sheet to be maintained for

every employee as to evidence it is not

exceeding Rs.50,000/- amount in excess of

Rs.50,000 will be taxable as gift to employee.

In case of absence of a control sheet, it will be

taxable.

Any other payment, which is not covered above

It needs to be analyze and decide on case to

case basis.

HR Department needs to appreciate the legal

requirement and frame the HR policy which is in

the legal framework of labour law as well as GST

Law.
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GOODS AND SERVICE TAX
v Composite vs Mixed Supply-Assessee had

supplied power solutions, including UPS, servo

stabiliser, batteries etc. The issue was whether

the contract is for Composite Supply or Mixed

supply within the meaning of the CGST Act,

2017. It was held that the goods are naturally

bundled in a supply contract if the contract is

indivisible. The contract for supply of a

combination of UPS and battery, if not built as a

composite machine, is not indivisible. The goods

supplied in terms of such contracts are, therefore,

no longer naturally bundled and cannot be

treated as a composite supply, though UPS and

Battery are two different and independent items,

they are billed together and a single price is

quoted for the sale. The supply of UPS and

Battery was considered as Mixed Supply. [2018-

VIL-01-AAR]

v Out and Out Shipment: Goods are liable to

IGST when they are imported into India and the

IGST is payable at the time of importation of

goods. The assessee is neither liable to GST on

the sale of goods procured from China and

directly supplied to USA nor on the sale of goods

stored in the warehouse in Netherlands, after

being procured from China, to customers, in and

around Netherlands, as the goods are not

imported into India at any point. [2018-VIL-02-

AAR]

v GST on Canteen recoveries: The supply of food

by the assessee to its employees would come

under clause (b) of Section 2(17) as a transaction

incidental or ancillary to the main business. Even

though there is no profit as claimed by the

assessee on the supply of food to its employees,

there is "supply" and the assessee would come

under the definition of "Supplier". Since the cost

of food from its employees is recovered, there

involves a 'consideration' as defined in Section

2(31) of the Act and recovery of food expenses

from the employees for the canteen services

provided by company would come under the

definition of 'outward supply' under GST [2018-

VIL-04-AAR]

v Export of services: Assessee provided

Overseas Education Advisory whereby it

promoted the courses of foreign universities

among prospective students. The issue which

had arisen was whether the service provided to

the Universities abroad was to be considered

"export" within the meaning of Section 2(6) of

the IGST Act, 2017. It was held that the Assessee

is facilitating recruitment / enrolment of students

to foreign Universities. Assessee received

'commission' based on recruitment / enrolment

through it, the principal supply is clearly

facilitating the foreign university in recruitment/

enrolment with promotional services ancillary to

the principal supply. Being an intermediary

service provider, the place of the supply is the

territory of India and hence it is not export of

services and is taxable under GST. [2018-VIL-

06-AAR]

v Duty free shops: The supply of goods made to

international outbound passengers, holding

international boarding pass, from the retail outlet

located in the Security Hold Area of the IGI

International Airport is within Customs Frontiers

of India since goods can be said to be exported

only when they cross the territorial waters of India;

goods cannot be called to be exported merely

on crossing the Customs Frontiers of India. When

goods are exported by Air, the export will be

completed only when goods crosses airspace

limits of its territory or territorial water of India.

Supply of goods to the International passengers

going abroad by the assessee from the retail
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outlet situated in the Security Hold Area may be

taking place beyond Customs Frontiers of India

as defined under Section 2(4) of the IGST Act,

2017. However, the said outlet is not outside India

but the same is within the territory of India as

defined under Section 2(56) of CGST Act. [2018-

VIL-09-AAR]

v E-way Bill: Any E-Way Bill which is not duly filled

up cannot be construed to be a valid document

and it would be treated as if the goods are not

accompanied by valid E-Way bill. There was a

contravention of the provision of the Act which

mandated that the E-Way bill should be

accompanied for the goods in transit and

therefore, there was no illegality in seizing goods

for violation of provision of the Act. However, in

the interest of justice, release of the goods and

the vehicle was permitted on furnishing security

other than cash and bank guarantee of the

amount specified in clause (a) or (b) of sub

Section (1) to Section 129 of the Act. [2018-VIL-

01-ALH]

v E-way Bill: The ground for making seizure of

goods is that the E-Way Bill had not been

downloaded. However, it had come on record

that before seizure there was some problem in

downloading the E-way bill. The assessee was

engaged in the trading of P.V. Solar Modules

etc., which are all accounted for goods, Subject

to deposit of bank guarantee, equal to the value

of the tax on goods, the assessee's vehicle and

goods which have been seized were directed to

be released forthwith. [2018-VIL-15-ALH]

CENTRAL EXCISE
v Clandestine removal : The Assessee engaged

in manufacture of electric motors in its Unit-II and

also have another factory (Unit-I) where mixers

and juicers were manufactured. The electric

motors manufactured in are entirely cleared to

Unit-I for further use in manufacture of mixers

and juicers. It was alleged that Assessee was

clandestinely clearing goods without payment of

duty and also that they were undervaluing the

goods cleared to them. Assessee was a

proprietorship concern, on the other hand other

unit was a private limited company. The two

entities had independent existence in eyes of law

as they were registered separately under various

Authorities and it cannot be said that there was

mutuality of interest in business of each other.

No justification was found to hold that the two

entities are related persons in terms of Section

4(4)(c) of the Act. Further, the allegation of

clandestine removal could not be upheld on the

basis of mere entries made in certain private

record recovered from security and

consequently, charges of clandestine clearance

were not established. [2018-TIOL-1341-

CESTAT-DEL]

v Cenvat Credit of Insurance premium - It was

held that employee is earning not for himself but

also for the family members and hence the

Service tax on insurance premium paid by

company on the group policy for the employees

as well as their family members was allowed as

CENVAT credit. [2018-TIOL-1289-CESTAT-

DEL]

CUSTOMS
v Destruction of goods by EOU: Assessee is

registered as 100% EOU engaged in

manufacturing of instrument and apparatus for

measuring or detecting ionizing radiations.

Assessee was not able to use some of raw

materials and components procured duty free

and which became obsolete / redundant and

wanted to destroy the said items in terms of

provisions of para 6.15(b) of FTP 2004-09. The

permission to destroy obsolete material and

components was sought from jurisdictional

Range Officer, who informed the assessee that

Assistant Commissioner had denied the

permission for destroying the unutilized raw

material and thereby directed the assessee to

make payment of duty foregone. It was held that

the authorities have not considered the provisions

of FTP 2004-2009 which by para 6.15(b) allows

the assessee for destruction of goods under

intimation to the Department and hence the

matter was remanded to the original authority to

decide the claim of assessee afresh after

complying with the principle of natural justice.

[2018-TIOL-1236-CESTAT-BANG]
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v Onus to prove Overvaluation : Overvaluation

of consignments cannot be proved by making

reference to the market enquiry without there

being any indication of comparability of the

goods. Onus to prove over-valuation falls upon

the Revenue and is required to be discharged

by production of evidence and in the absence of

positive evidence, the value of export cannot be

rejected on the basis of market enquiry or on

flimsy grounds. [2018-TIOL-1221-CESTAT-

MUM]

SERVICE TAX
v Period of Limitation : Assessee filed a refund

claim on the ground that they had erroneously

paid the service tax on services exported in terms

of Rule 3(2) of Export of Service Rules. The

Assistant Commissioner rejected the refund

claim partly on the ground of limitation including

Section 11B of CEA, 1944. Since the amount was

paid as deposit and not as service tax and the

same was also shown in ST-3 returns as an

advance of service tax clearly shows that the said

amount was paid as a deposit and not as service

tax and therefore, period of limitation as

prescribed under Section 11B of Central Excise

Act will not be applicable. [2018-TIOL-1239-

CESTAT-BANG]

v Refund: Assessee had availed the cenvat credit

and in respect of which they filed the refund claim

which was rejected by the Department on

arbitrary grounds. It was held that if at all the

adjudicating authority was of the view that certain

input service is not admissible for the purpose of

cenvat credit, he should have issued a separate

show cause notice and after carrying out the

process of adjudication, order should have been

passed holding that whether the said input

services are admissible input services or not and,

thereafter, a decision on refund should have

been taken. As all the services in question were

directly used by the service provider, CENVAT

credit was held to be admissible. [2018-TIOL-

1229-CESTAT-MUM]

v Refund: Assessee was engaged in export of iron

ore fine and lumps. During course of manufacture

of goods, assessee received certain input

services on which they have availed cenvat credit

and as they could not utilize cenvat credit, filed

the refund claim under Rule 5 r/w Notification 5/

2006- CE. The Department was of the view that

as the goods exported by assessee is an

exempted goods, therefore as per Rule 6(1) of

CCR, 2004, they are not entitled to cenvat credit

on input/input services used for manufacturing

of exempted goods. It was held that identical

issue came up before the Tribunal in case of

2014-TIOL-316-CESTAT-MUM which was held

in favour of assessee and the said order of

Tribunal was carried before the High Court and

the High Court dismissed the appeal filed by the

Revenue. [2018-TIOL-1227-CESTAT-BANG]

INCOME TAX
v Business Income: Income earned by assessee

from job work of machining, when the machinery

is not being used for the main business activity,

is still to be treated as Business Income - [2018-

TIOL-798-HC-MAD-IT]

v Supporting Manufacturer: The issue whether,

for the purpose of Sec 80HHC benefits,

supporting manufacturer is to be put at par with

direct exporter has been referred to larger Bench

of SC. [2018-TIOL-166-SC]

v Condonation of delay: Application filed by the

taxpayer seeking condonation of delay in filing

of return, so as to enable him to claim TDS refund,

must not be judged on the basis of merits of

refund claim. [2018-TIOL-803-HC-MUM-IT]
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v The Central Processing Centre (CPC) of the department in Bengaluru, that receives and processes the

Income Tax Returns (ITRs), has issued an advisory specifying such taxpayers should not "fall prey" to

unscrupulous tax advisors or planners who help them in preparing wrong claims to get tax benefits.

v The Income Tax filing season for salaried class taxpayers has just begun with the Central Board of Direct

Taxes (CBDT), that frames policy for the department, recently

v GST refunds, unless expedited, would be an additional dampener for exporters to sail through in 2018-

19 and sustain the almost double-digit growth achieved in the last fiscal.

v The Indian economy is witnessing a "cyclical upswing" and the country is likely clock a GDP growth of 7.5

per cent this financial year, says a Deutsche Bank research report.

v The Centre has a surplus of Rs 20,000 crore in the GST cess fund as of March 31 which will be used to

compensate the states for revenue shortfall suffered due to the roll out of the Goods and Services Tax.

v The National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) on Wednesday reserved its order on Union Bank of India's

insolvency petition against Era Infra Engineering, which defaulted on paying Rs 681.04 crore in term

loans and $11.97 million in ECBs, as on May 31, 2017, to the public sector lender.

v In its first order, the National Anti-profiteering Authority (NAA) for the goods and services tax (GST) has

absolved a Barielly-based dealer of Honda cars of the charges of not passing on the benefit of reduced

tax incidence to a consumer.

v India's goods export growth in the year 2017-18 is seen at a six-year high of 9.8% despite exporters

complaining about the GST refund problem.

v During 2017-18, total revenue collected under GST in the period between August 2017 and March 2018

has been Rs. 7.19 lakh crore. This includes Rs. 1.19 lakh crore of CGST, Rs. 1.72 lakh crore of SGST,

Rs. 3.66 lakh crore of IGST.

v President of India has given assent to the Fugitive Economic Offenders Ordinance, 2018. The new Law

lays down the measures to empower Indian authorities to attach and confiscate the proceeds of crime

associated with economic offenders and the properties of the economic offenders.

v Minimum Capital Requirements for 'Other Financial Services' activities which are unregulated by any

Financial Sector Regulator and FDI is allowed under Government Route. (Clarification issued on PIB)

v Finance Act, 2018 amended section 139A of the Income-tax Act, 1961 thus removing the requirement of

issuing PAN in the form of a laminated card. Hence, it is clarified that PAN and TAN mentioned in the

Certificate of Incorporation issued by MCA shall also be treated as sufficient proof of PAN and TAN for the

said company assessees.

v Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) granted First Licence to M/s Gujarat Alkalies and Chemicals Ltd for

Liquid Chlorine on All India basis. The move will facilitate industry to get a quality Liquid Chlorine with

Standard Mark under BIS Certification Marks scheme.
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v Maharashtra's outstanding debt highest in country.

v New Income Tax return for salaried class available on IT portal.

v I-T warns salaried class against filing wrong ITRs, says violators' employers will

be informed.

v The Centre is likely to recommend the implementation of the Maharashtra Mathadi,

Hamal and Other Manual Workers (Regulation of Employment and Welfare) Act

in other states.

v Monsoon likely to be normal with 97% rainfall this year.

v Directorate of Revenue Intelligence has seized 41 kg of foreign marked gold,

213 kg of silver bullion and Rs 48 lakh cash, valued at around Rs 13 crore from

a Delhi based Jeweller.
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Bizsolindia provides consultancy in the following areas through
associate companies and professional firms of the Directors

Bizsolindia Services Private Limited Consultancy & Audit in the area of

• Strategic Management Consultancy
• Direct Taxation including Domestic and International Transfer Pricing
• Indirect Taxation(GST, Customs,Central Excise, Service Tax, VAT/CST, LBT)
• FEMA
• Foreign Trade Policy (Export Promotional Schemes, EPCG, Advance

Authorization, DFIA, Duty Drawback, Brand Rate Fixation)
• EOU / EHTP / STP /BTP
• SEZ
• Project Consultancy (Industrial Parks, Clusters , Agro Economic Zone, Food

Park, etc)
• New Business Set up in India
• Valuation including Business Valuation
• Internal Audit
• Corporate Law & Procedures

BSPL Outsourcing Pvt. Ltd. Knowledge Process Outsourcing in the area of

• Indirect Taxation
• Accounts
• Inventory management
• Fixed Assets Management
• Implementation of Company Law Matters

Bizsolindia IT Services Private Limited Specialized IT consulting and Solutions / modules along with ERP Integration
and following areas

• Specialized Software for EOUs and SEZs
• Expert in Application programming using Java and ERP Connectivity
• Data Migration
• Offers bucket of Add On Products for EXIM related solutions for the
• Complete industry needs
• ERP Consulting / Implementation

Bizsolindia Forex Services Pvt. Ltd. Forex Services dealing with :

• Treasury Audit
• Information Services
• Advisory Services
• Policy Consulting
• Treasury Outsourcing
• Interest Rates Advisory
• Treasury Operations Training
• Banking Advisory Services
• International Syndication

Bizsol HR Services Private Limited Strategic Consultancy in the area of HR & Soft skills Training

Bhagwati Shipping Private Limited Custom House Agent (11/578), Custom Clearance of Export and Import
consignments

A.B. Nawal & Associates, Cost Accountants Practicing Cost Accountant, Cost Audit, Central Excise, Adjudication matters

up to CESTAT, VAT Audit.

Behede Joshi & Associates, Practicing Chartered Accountants, Statutory Audit & Tax Audit, VAT Audit,
Chartered Accountant Transfer Pricing.

R. Venkitachalam, Company Secretary Practicing Company Secretary.

Nawal & Sonaje Associates, Cost Accountants Practicing Cost accountants, Cost Audit

Bizsol Projects & Infrastructure Solutions LLP Infrastructure Consultancy, Project Management Services in respect of Real
Estate solution for Industrial, Residential, Trade & Commerce & Consultancy
related to Finance & Investments
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